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CYBER BULLYING ● To know how cyber bullying is different
IMPLEMENTATION OF LEGAL AID
from cyber stalking.
AND PREVENTION
● To know the concept under different other
countries.
By Anushree Chanda
● To know the prevention of cyber bullying.
From Amity Law School, Noida
LIMITATION
OF
THE
STUDY
PRIMARY SOURCES
ABSTRACT
they are limited in comparison to secondary
1
Cyber bullying is underhand abuse and is
sources. In order to collect knowledge on the
achieved in secret behind a pretty screen.
report, the writer had to use secondary
“WORDS SCAR, RUMOURS DESTROY,
references in books. The investigator could
BULLIES KILL”. Bullies may hide behind
not attend and interview staff such as
an on-line anonymous mask or be buddies or
students, faculties and their guardians
associates who don't need to have clear
(parents).
physical exposure to their victims to inflict
unprecedented harm. We often see the bulk
LITERATURE REVIEW
of individuals whether they are identified or 1. The most acceptable definition of
unfamiliar, in one way or another. We exist
cyberbullying which has been used “An
in an increasingly high-technical age in
aggressive and intentional act or behaviour
which all exposure is just a click away. The
that’s disbursed by a bunch (group) or a
cyber world has unfolded countless
person, using electronic kinds of contacts,
possibilities, and the knowledge field has
repeatedly and overtime against a victim who
expanded to an endless ocean of data. But for
cannot defend him/herself.
There are
increasing development there are always two
variations to the current definition, but cyber
sides of the coin. So, the threat of cyber
experts have accepted this.”
bullying falls with the rise in awareness and 2. Online and offline bullying when brat
communication. When children between the
students resort to bullying and torturing
ages of 8 and 18 are browsing the Internet,
innocent student in the school. When the
playing games or watching videos, rising
bullying happens online with the assistance
social networking platforms, cyber bullying
of technology, it includes sharing of personal
is becoming a harmful phenomenon
and private data which might cause severe
involving young and disadvantaged children.
embarrassment to the person. (SWATI
SHALINI)
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
3. Prior to the serious communication with
mobile technology, school administrators
AIM OF THE STUDY
handled such traditional incidents of bullying
● To study about the concept of cyber
by means of direct interaction between the
bullying.
perpetrator and the victim: "A student is
bullied or victims if he / she is repeatedly
1

.Elana Pearl Ben-Joseph, MD, Section 1 of What Is
Cyberbullying,
TeensHealth
from
Nemours

(April,2018)
https://kidshealth.org/en/teens/cyberbullying.html
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exposed and overtime, negative actions by
the complex question of discipline and
one or several students struggle to protect
whether school control is to be exerted and
him/ her".(OLWEUS, 1993)
accidents referred to by school policy. Apart
4. Traditional bullying may involve
from these issues, surveys have shown the
participant groups; its scope shall be
value of schools becoming part of the
restricted to those participants, such as
community segment in a environment that is
professors or sectional personnel, within a
socially inappropriate in all aspects of
given location. However, cyberbullying
bullying (Hinduja &Patchin, 2011).
includes more than the perpetrators and even
9.
To this end, state and national
the perpetrator and requires covert
legislation will implement requirements of
interference.(STOEL, 2011).
state managers' engagement and response
“The process of using the web, cell phones or
where events outside schools have shown this
other devices to post or text or images
they have a detrimental impact on the
intended to harm or embarrass other person”.
atmosphere of integration or the health and
(THE NATIONAL CRIME PREVENTION
welfare of school stakeholders.(a Beale and
COUNCIL 2016)
Hall 2007.)
It doesn't mean that cyber bullying requires a
10.
Cyber-bullying in India has seen an
regular act of abuse, but it occurs as the acts
disturbing rise with the increasing
touch multiple people in a really short period.
availability of inexpensive internet resources
(KOWALSKI, LIMBER AND AGATSON,
and social media presence. Study by
2012)
Symantec reveals that almost 8 out of 10
Technological technologies that hit several
people have multiple cyber bullying forms in
targets such as social networking enhance the
India. Of these approximately 63% faced
effect of a target abuse, because victims may
online abuse and insults, and 59% faced false
behave to render false people. This privacy
rumors and bickering for degrading their
tends to avoid the prosecution of cases of
image. In this same report, India rates more
inappropriate contact and abuse on social
than Australia and Japan as the nation in
networking sites by municipal officials and
Asia-Pacific with the maximum cyber
university administrators. With such special
bullying. In reality, according to a Feminism
aspects of social networking, school officials
study, 50 percent of women living in prime
cannot manage cyber events in the same
Indian cities suffer from online harassment.
manner as conventional bullying.(Smit,
(incognito face media)
2015).
11.
Gilbert (2006) It explains our most
To further improve it, the abuse is carried out
fundamental behaviour, the shows and the
behind a mask by the victim and then
defences: courtship, communication, battle,
distributed to large groups of victims, making
flight, surrender and freezing and our
it difficult for university officials to combat
cerebral core competences, our mind
the issue and to keep perpetrators
philosophy, the abstract representations and
accountable. The assault takes place behind a
meta-cognitions. Perhaps because they attract
veil of secrecy. Furthermore, provided that
too much of our early cognitive and physical
cyber bullying often happens outside the
abilities one of the explanations that
variety building boundaries or during the
intelligent phones have been so daunting is.
hours, administrators should also consider
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12. Even adults would agree that, at some stage
 Sexual assault Retaliation and hate: The
in our lives, they are engaged in a sort of
survivor often may not offer the stalker a
bullying. And as in most other aspects of
feeling of anger and a vengeance, however he
human behaviour, it seems impossible that a
/ she is the stalker 's target. Internet is the
individual who participates in sustained
most convenient place to convey his feelings
bullying would be categorically different
of hatred and vengeance. Twitter is the most
than we are but would instead be at the more
convenient medium.
extreme end of the personality characteristics
 The psychotic stalkers are those who feel like
we all have: envy, paranoia, and lack of
the need to show their authority, and the
empathy. (callousness). (Kristy Entwistle –
revengeful stalkers are those who are eager to
CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGIST)
take revenge
INTRODUCTION
“Cyber stalking” or “bullying” is defined
as a criminal offense in which stalkers or
bullies use the Web or other stalk devices.
The associated usage of online threats and
online bullying is cyberstalking. It involves
harassing or repeatedly threatening a person.
Stalking is conducted in the following ways:
to drive a person up to his residence, to ruin a
person's belongings, to leave written notes
and items or to make unwanted telephone
calls.
In other terms, the greatest asset of the
cyber stalker is that they can rely on the
privacy offered by the Internet, which
enables them to stay anonymous and to carry
out criminal acts. There is therefore a need
for effective cyber tools for investigating and
standing up against cybercrimes and bringing
victims to the court. There are various
explanations for bullying ––



Jealousy, particularly if it is a robust
motivation for ex-partner and current
partners behind harassment.
Fascination and appeal: Fascination and
desire can be another motivation behind
stalking. The stalker may be physically or
emotionally drawn to the survivor. Both
respect and harassment there is a fine line.

It is also clear that our competent authorities
refuse to submit a report until it is entirely
serious in nature, causing an individual to
face abominable dangers or threats. They are
reluctant, because the condition is not so
successful. Do the police report such attacks?
Very seldom, but not just because you want
to learn.
"I was on the road, so I sent the Delhi police
commissioner an email that included
information and screenshots of the worst
incidents of rape and violence." She did not
receive a reply.
Ms Seth spoke to the police too, but wasn't
helpful. They tell you, then, be careful not to
leave your house. Well, what are the cops for,
if you have to dress at home and take care of
myself? "This paper then discusses the rising
cases of cyberbullying and cyberstalking and
the reasons why legal assistance or
authorities do not have competence. This
paper explains why the abusers are so bad. It
also mentions other preventative methods to
help
offenders
individually
and
psychologically while getting help from
parents, elders or counsellors. YTH 's 2016
Cyberbullying Blocking report contains even
more detailed figures, including the fact that
around a third of youth with cyberbullying
(35%) knew their bullying in reality. Such
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incidents of bullying and abuse are often not
As seen in the 2015 Intel Security report, 81
only acts of "trolling" or outsiders, but of
percent of Indian respondents in the 8-16
individuals they meet personally, offline.
range of Internet life systems are dynamic.
22% of them reported they had been abused
These are impressive figures taken together.
on the internet – the largest of the four
Therefore, when young people feel that
countries surveyed (the other three are
bullying and harassment are just part of
Australia, the USA, and Singapore). Not all.
online experiences, they are not mistaken. If
The same figure as 52% of Indian children
you (and you) want to be online, you know
has indicated that they abused people on the
that you will probably see or experience
Internet – the largest among the four nations
harassment.
overviewed again.
For many of the same purposes, young
An impressive 65% of respondents record
people don't seek assistance in cyber
ruthless conduct on the Internet. "Cyber
bullying, because after actual abuse they
bullying is a phenomenon that Indian
don't look for support. You feel ashamed or
guardians and teachers cannot avoid," says in
confounded to be a target. They don't like
Intel Security's presentation Melanie Duca,
snitching and gaining even more social
Asia Pacific 's main shopper. How does this
status. You are fearful of reprisals. You know
animosity come in on the internet? "Even the
it is your responsibility to deal with this. They
docile is turned into risks by the apparent
don't consider it to be threatening or harmful.
unknowingness of the Internet," Mittal says.
They don't see this as such a huge deal, as
The Internet has opened doors for free
adults.
conduct by its own existence. By increasing
But another very significant explanation is
that they choose not to lack exposure to their
technology — this virtual lifeline. Parents
also have children and teenagers with crimes
who are 'digitally rooted.' 65 percent of
parents have earned mobile or network rights
for discipline from the Pew Research Centre.
Young persons realize that parents can stop
social media accounts, remove telephones, or
otherwise restrict access to the social online
world when discussing problems with
bullying and harassment.
1.

GROUND
(OVERVIEW)

2

the number of casual contact centres, tweens
and teens depend on their anonymous
individuals for a certain level of confidence.
Much as 89 percent of the tweens and
adolescences who completed the Intel
Protection study thought that their internal
self-portrait was greatly influenced by
"preferences"
and
"best
choices."
Furthermore, 78% thought that the stage to be
used by Twitter for transparent criticism and
intimidation was Facebook.2 (7%).

REALITY

Section of The Cyberbullying Research Center also
did a series of surveys that found these cyber bullying
statistics, BULLYING STATISTICS, April -2011,

http://www.bullyingstatistics.org/content/cyberbullying-statistics.html
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disconnected or on the web. So as to give
(Figure : A) Percentage of
discipline for cybercrime, the first and
parents that report their child
preeminent advance is to hold up complaints
has been a victim of
against the crime. You have to record a
cyberbullying. 2011-2018
composed complaint with the cybercrime cell
40
of any jurisdiction. In the composed
complaint, you have to give your name,
35
contact subtleties, and address for mailing.
2018
You have to address the composed complaint
30
to the Head of the cybercrime Cell of the city
where you are documenting the cybercrime
complaint.
25

2.
RATIONALE BEHIND NON –
RESPONSIVE AUTHORITIES / CASES
UNRECORDED / NON-FILED BY
PARENTS OR VICTIMS

As per the IT Act, a cybercrime goes under
the domain of worldwide jurisdiction which
implies that a cybercrime complaint can be
enlisted with any of the cyber cells in India,
regardless of where it was initially carried out
or where the casualty is right now
living/remaining. Be that as it may, the
genuine
explanations
behind
law
authorization's languid methodology to
dealing with advanced crime are substantially
more unpredictable and cryptic. the idea of
devoting rare assets to the "TRICKY" idea of
cybercrime is extremely hard to offer to most
police officers. Rapes, murders, drive-by
shootings, auto robbery are largely higher on
the need list than cybercrime, the
intangibility of advanced crime is one of the
significant reasons why most police officials
can bear not to think about the problem, for
now.

(a) At present, most urban communities in India
have a devoted cybercrime cell. You can
submit any question to the cyber police or
crime examination office (DSP) either

Different reasons why police officers have
been delayed reacting to advanced crime
issues incorporate absence of intellect and the
dread of innovation, or "technophobia.
Technophobia3 is a genuine issue for both

20
15
10
5
0

Section of the Annex C – Legislation and types of
cyber-dependentCrime,
Cyber: Keep the light onAn inspection of the police
response to cyber-dependent crime, HMICRFS,
3

(October,
2019),
https://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmicfrs/wpcontent/uploads/cyber-keep-the-light-on-an-
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cops and general society on the loose. As
indicated by a late study by the Dell
Computer Corporation, 55% of the populace
experiences some dread of or dithering about
innovation. Aggravating the issue is the
inadequate preparing law authorization work
force get on either cyber utilization or
cybercrime. Not many, assuming any,
divisions train enlists on high-innovation
issues. Any preparation that occurs is
commonly just on the most proficient method
to utilize exclusive law implementation and
criminal database frameworks for the reasons
for checking for warrants and taken vehicles.
(b) Disconnect between parents or adults, it’s
evident understanding for a case of bullying.
Adults often don’t know how to react when
they do identify a case of bullying.
Considerably only about 20 to 30% of
students who are bullied inform adult about
it. The major reason is they are scared about
the consequences of complaining or that
others might judge him/her for their acts. 4
(FIGURE: B) WHY DIDN’T
YOU TELL ANYONE ABOUT
THE BULLYING?

LEGAL AIDS FOR CYBERBULLYING
AND CYBERSTALKING
Initially, Section 354D of IPC
characterizes "stalking". It peruses as
follows:

"(1) Any man who— I. It tracks a individual
and tells, interacts or tries to contact a woman
in order to facilitate connection with each
other regardless of her inability to engage; it
also controls the usage of the internet by
people, emails and other electronic
inspection-of-the-police-response-to-cyberdependent-crime.pdf
4
Deepthy S,WOMEN AS A VICTIM AND
SURVIVOR IN CYBERCRIMES,Sch.of IND Legal

Thought, Kottayam, Kerala,JOURNAL OF LEGAL
STUDIES AND RESEARCHCRIMINAL LAW
REVIEW, August 2017, at 91-93
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communications; a Delhi attack. This is about
internet. In this chapter the stalker is blamed
direct risks and cyber harassment. This
for attempting to hide his identity.
segment introduces a degree of crime
Fourth, Section 509 of the IPC notes that
"stalking." The section specifically notes that
women's dissatisfaction is the following:
whenever anyone tries to control women's
"Word, gesture or behavior intended to
events they prefer to snap. Therefore he is
contend with a woman's modesty.- Someone
responsible for the offense pursuant to
who, proposes to denounce a woman's
Section 354D in the absence of a stalker
choice, articulates any phrase, makes stable
performing those actions specified in that
or runs, or demonstrate any object, that a
provision. The Criminal Code of India. For
woman or bar may hear or interpret such a
starters, the section where "females" find the
signal or element;"Crime to stalk. After the
individual to be the perpetrator does not see
2008 clarification this segment was included.
whether people may or can not be the person
It notes that, in the absence of an offense
in question. Each portion, for example,
under section 67A of the IT Act, stalker shall
includes many escape requirements. The
be liable and prosecuted if it attempts to
Section states that someone who searches the
transmit some "explicitly communicate"
site owner's access, the e-mail or any online
content in the electronic system, that is
communications will be charged with
through emails, communication and webharassment. We can see that these are just
based networking sites. Seventhly, the
kids.
recently incorporated section of Section 67B
It also constitutes a collective manifestation
of the Act on Information Technology 2000.
of sexual preference. The legislators have
This portion has recently been introduced
forgot to consider the "treatment system."
into the Act of Modification 2008. The
The individual may be low on the target,
segment is humming as the stalker
however the actions of the individual may
approaches children under the age of 18 and
stalk. Section 292 of the IPC describes
distributes content through which children
"indecency" regularly and shows that offense
are involved through physical activities to
materials are submitted to an person by way
harm them. Eighthly, Section 66 E of the
of
private
website,
e-mails
or
Information Technology Act, 2000 and
correspondence. For watching, reading or
Section 354 C of the Indian penal code is
listening to the sort of stalker, whether he or
liable for "voyeurism," as alluded to in
she wants to harass the other person by
Section 66E: "Through conditions prejudicial
submitting obscene materials remotely, he or
to that individual, all persons who
she is liable for infringement, according to
intentionally or purposely catch, circulate or
section 292 of the Indian Penal Code. In the
transmit the picture of their private region
next sentence, the assault becomes a felony
shall be punished, without their consent.
because the stalker attempts to mimic his
persona to guarantee that the target stays
unaware of the way in which the danger
1. LANDMARK JUDGEMENT
arises. Fourth, section 507 of the IPC says
that "violent terrorism by unknown mail is
It was a minor milestone when a court of
incredibly common and famous." Talk
Mumbai late sending Yogesh Prabhu, 36, a
private company, to jail for a quarter of a
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year. In March 2009, Prabhu submitted a
abuser. Love your child by talking to you
progression of communications from an
about it for doing the right thing. Know that
encrypted platform to a wife who previously
your child is not alone — other others are
refused his plan. This was the first time India
somewhere harassed. Tell your kid what to
has been convict for automated follow
do together. Convince her dad. Know about
through since modern legislation emerged in
the situation at school (director, nurse or
2000. "I 'd go see a cinema and get an
advisor or teacher). Most teachers , school
anonymous email later asking, how was the
boards, and post-school groups have policies
cinema you enjoyed? It was not – as it is, the
to respond to cyber bullying. But let your
first internet event in India after Manish
child know that you plan to work out a plan
Kathuria 's arrest in 2001 by the Delhi police
that makes you feel comfortable before
for getting pictures of a lady on a site. "Said
reporting the problem. Encourage your child
the lady whose identities are protected by the
to stop cyberbullying, because that only feeds
statute.chatroom. Kathuria was charged
the fire and aggravates the problem. But
under a segment of the Indian Penal Code
retain offensive notes, photographs and
(IPC) for "offending the unobtrusiveness" of
emails, because they may be used by the
his casualty Ritu Kohli: he would profess to
bully 's father, teacher, boss, or even the
be her, utilization disgusting language, give
police because evidence. You may want to
out her home telephone number and welcome
record, copy, and print these screenshots in
guests. That IPC area, notwithstanding, didn't
the future.
cover web violations, and Pavan Duggal,
Delhi-based digital law master who took a
(b)For students – Ignore the threats, maintain a
shot at the case, clarifies that it at long last
list of the notes of abuse you receive — on
fizzled out when a baffled Ms Kohli moved
paper. It could be simpler to verify what went
out of India. In a long time since the
on and who the abuser was if you would give
information Technology Act of 2000 was
an adult the messages themselves or a log
passed, many online badgering cases have
about when they actually sent. Delete the troll
been accounted for, yet a lot more go
by deleting it or merely modifying contact
unreported.
information on some other social networking
site. Finally, to any favorite coach, parent or
respected individual.
2. PREVENTIVE MEASURES
(a) For parents - If you notice that your child is
(c) For staff/teachers/any other guardian/friends
cyber-intimidated, give comfort and support.
- Workers and students will seek to figure out
Thinking about all of your childhood
whether a kid is abused or stopped while
bullying experiences can help your child to
running, lunchtime etc. This includes the
feel less alone. 5
efforts of all school members — teachers,
managers , consultants, non‐teachers (such as
Let your child know it's not his fault, and that
bus drivers, healthcare workers, educators,
abuse says more about the survivor than the
cafeteria workers and school librarians),
5

Hinduja, S. &Patchin, J. W. (2014). Moreon Section
of The role of parentsCyberbullying Identification,
Prevention, and Response. Cyberbullying Research

Centre,
October
2014,https://cyberbullying.org/CyberbullyingIdentification-Prevention-Response.pdf
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parents, elderly and school students. These
BIBLOGRAPHY
efforts include all those involved in the
1.
https://www.thebetterindia.com/71909
school environment. We should know how to
/cyberbullying-it-act-2000-cyber-lawintimidate and how to react should they
in-india/
encounter bullying. They should be educated
2.
https://www.bbc.com/news/worldto prevent bullying.
asia-india-33532706
3.
http://bweducation.businessworld.in/ar
A group can also be established to coordinate
ticle/Bullying-Of-Students-Here-sthe bullying prevention activities of the
What-To-Do-About-It/21-08-2018school. The organization operates by
158278/
inspiring staff, students and parents; avoiding
4.
https://www.ebtoday.com/stories/whylaws , regulations and activities; and ensuring
fighting-cybercrime-is-so-hard
actions are sustained over time. A student
5.
https://yth.org/teens-don’t-reportconsultation community may be developed to
cyberbullying/
work on the reduction of bullying and offer
6.
https://ifflab.org/how-to-preventpractical advice for adults.
cyber-bullying-anti-cyber-bullyinglaws-in-india/
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
7.
https://www.idosi.org/mejsr/mejsr22(5
The knowledge of protection and privacy
)14/6.pdf
is very low in India. It would be useful to
increase understanding, to promote change in
behaviour, both in government and civil
society. Sadly, this is much of a smoking
device – while people are mindful of the
hazards, they also have dangers online. The
solution is to tighten cyber laws, as current
legislation under IT law 2000 represents a
bailable violation with a three-year prison
sentence and a fine. Specific provisions
concerning cyber bullying should be revised
by the IT Act 2000. In fact, cyber-bullying
needs to be done, and Rs. 10 lakhs will be
sentenced with a total of five years in jail. It
remains a common offense unless you are
dissuaded by law. Luckily, before then, the
above-mentioned safeguards can help avoid
these cyber-infractions. I am therefore of the
view that, given efficient and effective legal
aid for millions, the bulk of them are still
ignorant that the abusers and stalkers are
therefore very often abused.
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